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内容概要

"DVJing is the next logical step for any DJ who wants to push their creative 
boundaries and this book presents the techniques and technology to the 
uninitiated"
Eddie Short, Editor, Pro Mobile Magazine
"The godfather of DVJing has written the definitive book on the subject. Don?t even consider taking up DVJing
without reading this book. Well-written, instructive, and absolutely essential. This is the bible for the 21st century
DJ." 
Duncan Dick, Clubs Editor, Mixmag 
"Kriel is the Oracle of DVJing and this book opens the door into tomorrow's futuristic DJing world today." 
Lesley Wright, Editor - DJ Magazine 
"Right now DVJing is the cutting edge of our art form and Charles Kriel is a pioneer of the movement. So whether
you're a novice in need of comprehensive schooling or an old pro after a few precise pointers 'How To DVJ' is all
you need." --Eddie Short, Editor, Pro Mobile Magazine; Duncan Dick, Clubs Editor, Mixmag;Lesley Wright,
Editor - DJ Magazine
"DVJing is the next logical step for any DJ who wants to push their creative boundaries and this book presents the
techniques and technology to the uninitiated" EDDIE SHORT, EDITOR, PRO MOBILE MAGAZINE"   
      
  "The godfather of DVJing has written the definitive book on the subject.
Don&#xB9;t even consider taking up DVJing without reading this book.
Well-written, instructive, and absolutely essential. This is the bible for the 21st century DJ."
Duncan Dick, Clubs Editor, Mixmag
 
"Kriel is the Oracle of DVJing and this book opens the door into tomorrow's futuristic DJing world today."
Lesley Wright, Editor - DJ Magazine
 
"Right now DVJing is the cutting edge of our art form and Charles Kriel is a pioneer of the movement. So whether
you're a novice in need of comprehensive schooling or an old pro after a few precise pointers 'How To DVJ' is all
you need." 
Richard Arnell, Gear Editor - iDJ Magazine
 
" DVJ-ing opens up a new way of unleashing your creativity by blending another sense into your DJ sets. Its an
element that will make you stand out, be heard and be seen......."
Sander Kleinenberg
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